Welcome

Defense Supply Center Columbus
Land & Maritime Supply Chains
Business Conference and Exhibition
"Land & Maritime Supply Chains...Today and Tomorrow"
Thank You

Hyatt Regency Columbus
Challenges in FY07…
Financial Environment
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Increased Reliance on Relationships
Challenges in FY07…

Business System Modernization

Challenges
• Learning curve
• LTC execution
• Auto procurement tools
• Metrics

Opportunities
• Supplier facing organization structure
• New tools for supplier collaboration
• Improvements in long term contract processes

New Processes…Need Your Input and Help
Challenges in FY07…

**BRAC Initiatives**

**DLR Procurement** management and related support

End state: **FY2011**
- Single face of all aftermarket DLR/consumable procurement
- Single procurement management of strategic partnership with vendors

**Consolidate supply, storage and distribution** functions and inventories

End state: **FY2009**
- Single manager of inventory and infrastructure
- Single tailored investment strategy
- Retail implications

**Privatization Management** of tires

End state: **FY2007**
- Prime Vendor arrangements for supply, storage, distribution and disposal requirements.

**Execution**
- Contracts by ’07
- DVD from commercial sector

**Consumable Item** transfer

End state: **FY2011**
- Cross Service Group identifying items
- Much smaller than expected.
- DLA becomes single face to supplier
Challenge ahead…
Systems Transformation

New Systems for a New Era
What Does It All Mean?

We must...

- Optimize DoD investment
  - Operating forces getting less
- Facilitate BSM assimilation/leverage opportunities
  - Shorten learning curve
  - Quick ID of erroneous processes
  - Improve vendor collaboration
- Manage new mission areas…BRAC
- Provide innovative solutions to logistics challenges and transforming warrior

Government/Industry Partnership…
The Linchpin to Success!
Guest Speakers

- Mr. Allan A. Banghart - “Transforming the Agency: Today’s Performance and Tomorrow’s Capabilities”
- Mr. Edmond L. Peters - “Customer Pay”
- Vice Admiral Justin D. McCarthy, SC, USN – “Strategic Partnering to Sustain Fleet Readiness”
- Major General William M. Lenaers, USA - “What Your Largest Customer Thinks”
Breakout Sessions

1. DoD EMALL Demonstration/Overview
2. Tire Commodity Management Privatization (BRAC)
3. Business Systems Modernization/Process Automation
4. DLR - Depot Level Repairables (BRAC)
5. DFAS Your Financial Partner @ Work
6. DSCC Small Business Program/Sourcing Initiatives
7. Land Supply Chain
8. Maritime Supply Chain
10. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)/Packaging
Thank you for attending!